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1. To the angel of which church John is to write 

2. The message John is to write is from the one who does 

what with the seven spirits and seven stars 

3. To whom the seven spirits belong 

4. What the people of the church at Sardis are, contrary to 

their reputation 

5. What their reputation says they are 

6. What they are to do with what remains and is about to die 

7. In what condition he finds their deeds 

8. What they are to do with what they have received and 

heard 

9. They are to hold it fast and _____ 

10. Like what he will come if they do not wake up 

11. They will not know at what _____ he will come 

12. What a few people have not done with their clothes 

13. In what color those few people will be dressed 

14. They will walk with him because they are 

15. Another person will be dressed in white if he _____ 

16. He will never blot out that person’s name from the _____ 

of life 

17. What he will do before God and his angels with the names 

that are worthy 
18. The church that will get the next message 

19. The message is from the one who is holy and _____ 

20. What he does with the key of David 

21. What no one can do to whatever he opens 

22. What no one can do to whatever he shuts 

23. What the Philadelphia church people have little of 

24. What they have done with his word 

25. What, that is open, he has placed before them 

26. What the people have not done to his name 

27. What those of the Synagogue of Satan, and those who 

dishonestly claim to be Jews, really are 

28. Those who belong to Satan will fall down at the _____ of 

those who are worthy 

29. How the worthy people endured hardships 

30. From what hour he will keep those people 

31. The hour of trial will be a _____ for the people 

32. When he is coming 

33. What someone might take away if a person does not hold 

on to it 

34. What the victorious one will become in the temple 

35. They will never again be forced to _____ the temple 

36. Whose name, in addition to the name of God’s city, will the 

speaker write on those who are worthy 
37. From where the new Jerusalem is coming

 strengthen holds God white alive Gods heaven soiled leave time

 thief liars dead denied acknowledge hold true book remember repent

 strength kept door shut patiently trial Sardis open worthy soon

 pillar test unfinished feet Philadelphia overcomes crown 

  

  



 


